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ORONO, MAINE, MAY 17, 1935
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Phyllis Hamilton Receives Co-worker Lauds Personality
Salute of Unit; Final
Of 50-year Experiment
Inspection Sat.
Station Worker

TODAY
Maine at Bowdoin

WAS TO RETIRE IN JUNE
Had Served University for
Fifty Years as Expt.
Station Chemist

No. 26

Hon. Lt. Colonel
Pays Tribute To
PALE BLUE TRACKMEN
Reviews R.0.T.C. Work and Memory REGAIN CHAMPIONSHIP
At. Sat. Parade
Of Dr. Bartlett
AT STATE MEET SAT.

STATE SERIES
STANDING

BALDWIN CONDUCTS
RETREAT SERVICES
Talks on "Reweaving
Of a New World
Pattern" Sun.

By Edith M. Patch
Hotnie. Hall, headquarters of the Maine
Agricultural Experiment Station, was
closed the afternoon of May thirteenth.
Flowers and a gray ribbon hung as a symbol upon the locked door. James Monroe
Bartlett may no longer be seen in the
laboratory over which he presided for a
full half century.
Yet a sense of his presence remains in
that room. It lingers as 311 echo of quiet
council spoken to those who came to him
seeking advice in matters of importance.
It stays, as a savor of gentle mirth, in
the recollection of those with whom he
shared his whimsical perspectives. His
associates find comfort in their experience
that they need not lose such impressions
of companionship.
There is. indeed, solace in the knowledge that the attributes of those we honor are not taken from us but are bestowed
like gifts we may retain in grateful memory. Generous is the endowment we have
thus received from Doctor Bartlett. If
we hold the fullness of our appreciation
of his kindness and wisdom in silent
thought, it is because we know that our
friend would prefer such unspoken tribute.
It may not be out of place to remark
that the members of the Station Staff are
glad that expressions of affectionate
esteem were not delayed until the hour
of obituary words. Last September we
met to celebrate the eightieth birthday
anniversary of our colleague. April 29
some fourscore of his friends gathered
about banquet tables to rejoice that he
had been a member of the Staff for fifty
years.
In a room made beatitiful by
flowers, with gracious music, with friendIy reminiscence, and with gifts (a golden
watch and fifty roses) homage was rendered to him and to his wife. The sentiment of that evening is good to recall as
a part of our happy association with
James Monroe Bartlett—true in personal
friendships and true in the tasks of his
long and notable service in the field of

PRIESTLY MORRISON
ADDRESSES FORUM
Famous N. Y. Director
Discusses Actors
At Colvin Wed.

Balanced Team Cops
Title at Lewiston
Track Classic
COLLECTS 52 POINTS
Murray Leads Maine
Scoring with Two
First Places

Priestly Miirrison, prominent New
I .ot Saturday morning, five days after
Although tile)
no ie.ords. Coach
tuet given by the administration in
York stage director, was the guest of the
Chester Jenkins' cindermen proved to be
•...ninon of his fifty years service at
Women's Forum on 1Vednesday. May 15.
the better balanced team when Maine's
• • University, Dr. Bartlett, head of
In the afternoon the Forum gave a tea four colleges met at Garcelon
Field last
• itemistry department of the Agriculfor Mr. Morrison in Colvin Han. Mem- Saturday for the 38th renewal of the
t: Experiment Station, died suddenly.
To consider ,-••.••;,:- : I "the rebers of the faculty and the Forum were Maine Intercollegiate Track Meet. Scor7 2
. to his office as usual Friday mornweaving of a new world pattern" was the
. he suddenly became ill, and later in theme of the Maine Intercollegiate
to meet him. Mrs. Muilenburg ing in all but three of the 15 events, takinvited
Nlising five first places, and sweeping the
day he was removed to a hospital. sionary Union at its retreat last weeken,
pi'med.
100 yard dash. Maine rolled up a score of
ire he became steadily worse.
at Camp Jordan. Thirty-five student In the evening Mr. Morrison met with 52 points to out-point her
nearest rival,
1)r. Bartlett was the first man to com- from Colby, Bates, the Bangor Theolog.
the Forum to discuss informally sittlle if Bowdoin, by the comfortable margin of
a half century of service at the cal Seminary, and the University
his experiences in the theater. Ile start- 13l.i points. Bates finished third with 34
\ crsity of Maine. and the new pension Maine'were gathered there. Under the ,
ed by telling his views of the modern points while Colby trailed tar behind
. which has been adopted, necessarily leadership of Rev. and Mrs. Dewitt C
with 101/.i points.
T1' :ke. him the last.
Eighty of his friends Baldwin. former missionaries to Burm,.
schovils for acting as compared with the
John Murray, sophomore sensation,
attended the banquet given last week in the group discussed the imperatives of
training of old actors. lie explained what
was the Pale Blue standout of the day,
Iv. honor and they presented him on that missions and circumstances governine
it takes to make an actor, and said that leading the pack to the
tape in both cen•-,casion with an engraved gold watch. missionary procedures.
he
placed technique atxwe ability and tury and 220 yard dashes.
n,,rn on September 25, 1854, in Litchfield,
The Saturday evening discussion, held
personality. Then he told about various
The Black twins, Ken and Ernie, did
Dr. Bartlett attended the grade schools in the lodge by the side of the open fire,
and academy in that town. In 1876 he was conducted by Mrs. Baldwin. She
actors with whom he had worked. Ile their part for Maine in their specialties.
entered the Maine State College, gradu- said in part that at this period of our
found Ann Harding charming, alert and After letting his rivals take the lead in
the first part of both 440 and 880 yard
ating with a B.S. in chemistry in 1880. life, that we are thinking about life inlevel headed; Sylvia Sidney, lovely, and
runs, Ken came through with his usual
In the winters of 1881 and 1882 he earned terests, and we are for the first time
not at all temperamental. lie said tem- strong last minute sprint to give the
much of the expense of his education by reaching out above the ego levels of life.
perament as it is understood today is leaders of the 4-40, Grey and Marvin of
teaching. Then as a salesman for nursery Christian mission is at the heart of this
much exaggerated where actors are con- Bowdoin, a taste of his dust as lie broke
stock, he earned sufficient money to permit outreach for life itself. It promises to
'.-in to do graduate work at Cornell Uni- affect the total human life of the world
cerned. Ile considers Walter Houston the tape. Ile again repeated the stunt in
the 880, coming from behind to outrun
\crsity. In 1883 he received his Master's more than any other single cause. Ala truly excellent actor, and Fay Banner
Danielson of Bates to place second behind
degree in chemistry from Maine and then though Christians differ widely in their
is one of his favorites. Miriam Hopkins Joe Marsh who had led
P11111.1,
. I; 1
I uniform
the pack all the
'.• became assistant chemist at Penn State interpretations of God, there is one asin accordance with her rank, reviews
is quite southent and charming, according way without extending himself.
ollege. Staying there for two years, he sumption they hold in common—the valR.O.T.0
to Mr. Morrison. He found Gary Coopreturned to Maine on May 1, 1885, as as- ue of human life, the value of personality.
Cliff Veysey, the Colby Comet, took
•istant chemist on the staff of the Maine
Despite the cold breezes which swept
er a bit slow, but very handsotne and a the one-mile run, with Enne Black his
Chester Smith, conducting the Sunday
l'..rtilizer Control and Agricultural Ex- morning
good actor. He said he was not as lucky only threat. Ernie circled the course on
service, spoke of the influence of over the new baseball field last Saturday
r-ment Station. Ever since, he has nature on man's perspective.
N'eysey's heels until the gun lap when
At the af- morning, more than three hundred turned
with Lionel Barrymore. Many more
on this staff in more important Ca- ternoon
the superior leg power of Veysey gradubusiness meeting the Student out to witness Miss Phyllis B. Hamilton,
such fatuous people he discussed at length ally widened the gap. But
ties. Twice he has held the position Volunteer Conventions and arrangements honoralry lieutenant colonel of the local
by that time
and told interesting anecdotes of his ex- the field was well strung out and Ernie
Director of the Experiment Station for sending delegates to the coming quad- R.O.T.C. unit, review the troops. Miss
:ring the incapacity of its former head. rennial convention were discussed. Re- Hamilton, attired in a regulation uniform
periences with them. As for critics of and Harry Saunders had ui hithcimlty in
Morse. And for many years, as head ports of the different groups on their own if olive drab and barrack's cap, received
the theatre, Mr. Moerison said that placing second and third.
--i the chemistry department of the Sta- campus work were given,
the salute of the battalion which then
George Jean Nathan, Robert Benchley, Clayt Totman was the only other Maine
tion, he has had charge of all the chemipassed in review before her.
man to take a first place. Although his
Mr. Baldwin conducted the final sesand iithers who write for weekly or
cal work connected with it, being particuregular yearly inspection of the
javelin throw of 180 feet 81,/, inches was
sion in the council ring on the hillside.
monthly publieati.ins, are far mire reli- at least seven feet short of
1arly occupied with the inspections of
R.O.T.C. will take place next Tuesday
his throw of
(This is the heart-felt tribute of one
Talking on the subject of "Reweavers
..t-rtilizers, farm feeds, seeds, foods and
and Wednesday. when Major Carlock, at
able than the daily columnists.
the Holy Cross meet, it was plenty good
whip has been his co-worker for over a
All," he spoke about the individual re-'-ugs, insecticides, and fungicides. Conpresent stationed in Bangor on OrganMr. Morrison began his career in the to take first, while Al Bell outtlirew Tony
quarter of a century. May I add the
sponsibility of every thoughtful person to
ting his experiments with reference
i ed Reserve duty, will inspect and rehumble tribute of the students who have tht.atre as an actor in 1894. He acted Kishoti, Bates strong man.
part in the reweaving; not alone
do
his
the State regulatory laws on these
view the battalion.
"(tramp" Goddard made three otri-i
known his wise judgment, felt his kindly fur eight years, and then directing beconcerned with any single local problem,
r Klucts, he has helped effect notable imStudents registered in Mt 8 will be
standing
•
performances, taking second in
came
his
chief
vocation.
Until
about
'
friendship.—Ed.)
but in attacking those intelligently in the
; r-tement in the quality of the products
excused front classes Tuesday at 1:30 and
1917 he directed mostly in stock, and both low and high hurdles behind Phil
light of relations to and implications in
s..1d, thus performing valuable services to
students registered in Mt. 6 at 2:25 the TAU BETA PI PLEDGES
since then he has made only New York Good, Bowdoin flash, who broke both
the whole world concept of the particular
agriculture as well as the people of this
same day. Those taking
t. 2, , 6, 8,
ANNOUNCED BY THORNE productions with occasional short sea- records by 'A of a second, and placing
phase with which he is dealing. A fitting
or. 12 will be excused from their classes
State.
sons of stock in sumtner. He spent two second in the Maine cleanup in the 100
close to the day was the impressive cornmorning at 11 :00 to particiThe pledging of nine men, all juniors, seasons, 1908-10, in Australia and New yard dash.
In 1927, Prof. Bartlett was awarded the munion service in charge of Rev. Cecil
pate in the inspection.
to the honorary engineering society of Zealand as general stage director for the
The Pale Blue made a surprise in the
Honorary Degree of Doctor of Science Fielder
Tau Beta Pi has been announced by Ray- J. C. Williamson interests.
y this University "as a loyal son of the
100 yard dash, Murray, Goddard, and
SENIOR FORESTERS TAKE
mind Thorne, secretary of the organizastate of Maine, contributor to the scien
Huff, running Itowdoin, Colby, and Bates
INSPECTION TOUR WED. tin. The prospective members are Fredcontestants into the ground to place onei.ric advancement of Agriculture and coo
crick Beal, Gerald Beverage, John Etter,
•wo-three. Vin Hathorne and George
tributor to important methods of analyst
a
ve(hTe
senior foresters,
yns,ntjn1a9imiinticpecti
number,
fi
Richard Gordon, Ralph Hayes, John lien--i the Official Agricultural Chemists Asnone were the only other Maine conlast
trip
iestants to garner points for the Blue.
st.ciation."
with Professors Ashman and Goodspeed. flings, Lyndon Keller, Leonard Thomsen,
David Brow], Sargent Russell, and They visited the Western Maine Nursery and James Wakefield.
George was overshadowed by the perDr. Bartlett is survived by his wife,
Dottald M. Stewart, Silas M. Bates, formances of Kishon and Johnson of
An informal initiation was held WednesBenjamin. all three veteran; in Fryeburg Wednesday. On Thursday
Spurgeon
daughters.
1889,
two
-•'iont he married in
and Basil Staples have been announced Bates but beat out other
rivals in the
,1 three sons, and several grandchildren. Maine debaters, left for Rhode Island ' they were guests of the CCC Camp on day, May 15, and will be followed May 21
as the recipients of the three major fel- hammer throw to place
third. Vitt 'lathIlk children are Dr. Emily M. Bartlett, yesterday minting to participate in the the Gale River Experimental Forest in by the formal initiation and annual banlowships given to undergraduates every orne tied
with Rideout of Ilowdoin for
Los Angeles, Cal.; Mrs. Willard Bar- New England Intercollegiate Speaking the White Mountains of New Hampshire. quet of the society.
year. The Arts and Sciences fellowship second place honors in the pole
vault with
i -en of Wethersfield, Conn.; Mrs. Ivan Tournament sponsored by Tau Kappa The Yale Forest in Keene. N. H. and the
Membership to Tau Beta Pi is accorded was
awarded to Stewart; the Technolosty Meagher of Bates clinching
first with a
1 i. Ames, of East Millinocket ; Burton E. Alpha. honorary forensic fraternity, and Harvard Experimental Forest at Peter- only to candidates exhibiting distinguished felluviship to
Silas Bate.s; and the Agri- jump of 11 feet 6 inches.
Ilartlett, of Bangor: and Edmund H. being held on the campus if the Rhode sham, Mass, were visited by the foresters scholarship, integrity, breadth of interest, culture fellow-ship
to Basil Staples.
The summary :
Island State College.
on the following day.
adaptablity, and unselfish activity.
1%irt1ett. of Poughkeepsie. N. Y.
Stewart is a member of Phi Beta KapOne nude run—Wort by Veysey, ColThey were greeted last evening at a
Throughout his fifty years of working
pa, national honor fraternity, and dean's by ; second, E. T. Black, Maine; third,
•• this University, [Jr. Bartlett has banquet which was provided for all tht
list student in the Department of English. Saunders, Maine. Time, 4 min. 26 sec.
440 yard run—Won by K.
\ -.eked quietly in his corner of the lab- delegates of the various participating un
Ile has served as editor of the Maine Maine; second, Grey. Bowdoin; Black.
third,
-.itory. surrounded with test tubes, re- versities. Following this banquet. Presih'erief... campus literary publicatiott, this Marvin, Ilowdoin. Time, 56Pli sec.
--. burners, scales, and such other dent Bressler of Rhode Island State Col120 yard high hurdles—Won by Good,
:oar, after associating himself earlier
;fluent as he had occasion to use. He lege announced the subject for an extemwith the Freshman, the Campus, and the Bowdom ; second, Goddard. Maine; third,
record)intton,es. Time, 15 SCC. (New
made few speeches but rather, while poraneous speaking contest in which each
Prism.
lie is a member of the Maine meet
•: .•rs have expounded. has worked hon- school was allowed to enter one delegate.1 There are four places at the University i mous and the notorious of the campus. Christian
100
Association Cabinet, the Post
yard dash--Won by Murray,
. y and painstakingly in his quiet man- David Brown was designated by Coach'lof Maine, each unique unto itself alone i Jimmie Moreland sooner or later appears Prandial Club, the Contributors'
Club, Maine: second. Goddard, Maine; third,
It
is
Maine.
represent
to
Morris
Huff,
Maine,
W.
University.
D.
Time, 10+4 see.
State
and
of
benefit
the
I for a coke, with or without The Hat— and Kappa Gamma Phi, journalistic frathe farm road.., the river bank....
(Continued on Page Five)
not yet known who won this contest.
Ray Galley, who reads the Bangor Daily ternity. Ile belongs to Sigma Nu social
the Book Store... and the most News on the
.RAISES HAUCK FOR
This morning the debate tournament Pat's
Book Store—Elmer, waiting fraternity.
PHYSICISTS ATTEND
"MAINE DAY" IDEA was held. The debates were of the legis- typical of these is the Book Store. It is for Kay—or Kay waiting for Elmer— Bates, since his entrance an
honor stuMEETING AT COLBY
lative, heckling type, a type of debate the one place where college life seems Brother Crabtra—
dent in mechanical engineering, is active\lthough Maine Day has proved itself
collegiate—except
perhaps
at
really
the
and
teams
one-man
provides
for
There
which
are always the same people, and ly associated with Tau Beta Pi, national
The entire Physics Department of the
or a worthy feature of Maine's college
allows the debaters to interrupt one an- more important football games. That is, yet it is never quite the same--as the honorary engineering society. He is a University of Maine went to Colby last
and CI.1tmuis have been written in
other in the course of their respective collegiate according to the ideas we ab- Grand Central is always the same and member of Phi Gamma Delta social fra- Saturday for a joint meeting with a simi•c of its accomplishments, few have
speeches. The delegates were prepared to sorbed from various sources when we yet always different. Here, there is time ternity.
lar group from Bates, Bowdoin and Col-t direct contact with outside reacargue either side of the question of de- were very young—in high school and the and opportunity for meditation. The paStaples, a member of Alpha Zeta, agri- by.
the experiment. The following is
bate, which was, "Resolved: That the movies. College is very nearly like these tient watcher may here devise schemes to culture honor fraternity, is an outstandIn the first part of the meeting there
- . excerpt from a letter sent to a student nations should agree to prevent the inter- youthful visions—in the Book Store. It reform
the campus—not pipe dreams, but ing student in the field of biological were several short papers given which
y his father.
national shipment of arms and munitions." may be due to a confusion in the average, the lary thoughts that come and go at chemistry in Agriculture. He has taken dealt either with teaching or research
"The accomplishment, that is the hearty
The winners of this tournament were not mind of Coca Cola with Falter education, such times, lie thinks of such things as a part in the work of the 4-H Club and problems. The last part of the session
'alizat ion
af your transforming silly
known to the Canopus at the time of this of ice-cream sodas with the more dashing Masque plays at movie prices—there'd be the Agricultural Club since his freshman Was devoted to a paper on bio-physics by
.tunt day (or worse) into one of rich
writing but this afternoon they are to aspects of life. However it is, the fact more of a crowd and eventually better year. He belongs to Alpha Gamma Rho Dr. W. T. Boyle, who is at present as: in with a touch, perhaps, of wholesome
stage an exhibition debate before the other remains that it is possible for the laziest of plays—normal prices for Book Store ,,ceial fraternity.
sociated with Colby College
ulture and inspiration, is a real achieve- participants, the coaches, and the general people to sit in a corner of more or less ' goods—beer at the Cabin—a sic at the
Dr. Boyle. who is perhaps best known
.rient for President Hauck for which he
seclusion, watch the gang go by, and feel Cabin—service at the Cabin—benches on
public.
At the annual elections .if Delta Tau by his invention of the Bovie Electric
commendation."
'eserves exceptional
the thickest of things—a satisfying and the river bank—smoking in class rooms-- Delta fraternity the following officers Needle used
A meeting at which the debaters and in
in bloodless surgery, followed
•
inexpensive
pleasure.
more liberty in the library—more and were elected: president. James Haggett; his paper by a demonstration of the
policies
future
discuss
The Chi 0 sorority went to the ledges their coaches will
same people t longer asseniblies—
vice-president, Arnold Tripp; treasurer, "electric knife" by moving picture films
i•t Monday night on a picnic given to and plans will be held Saturday morning, There are in general the
general-store!
confirmed
day—the
It is such things as dreams are made of Firth Dennett; and set Wary, Richard showing its use in four different surgical
every
representatives
Maine's
following
it
and
of
•••e seniors by the underclass members
I
addicts, the easy-goers—and also the fa- —in the Book Store.
Spear.
will return to the campus.
operations.
:tie sorority.
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Campus Broadcast

Campus Reporter Sees Same Faces
At Bookstore; Does Dreaming There

r

FELLOWSHIPS GIVEN
TO THREE MAINE MEN

THE MAINE CAMPUS

C.* fila* Campus CORRESPONDENCE
Published 71urs4ays during the college year
by the students of the University of Maine. ,Th• correspondeece toluenes of The Campus
ore open to toe public ea pertinent subjects
•nd ietters are welcomed. All letters should,
be
with the author's teal same, but a
Editar-ti-Chief
Roger Levenson, 'R. pensigned
same *ill be used in pablicaton of the
Associate Editor
Jane Stillman, '37
Managing Editor ...Ernest Saunders, Jr.. '36 letter if desired The ideas stated in these
coin:nes ars not necessarily those et The Campus and should not be so considered The editor reverses the richt to withiseid any letter
DEPARTMENT ELJITJPHS
or a part of any loner.)

In The Library

H WHICKER HAS WORK
PUBLISHED IN "STORY"

Harold W. Whicker. instructor in
English. appears as the author of the
Still
t
1,Uki
I
tit Aalls hale
first
.-knd the Sigma Nu house
The recent death i-f America's fore- story,
is
"Voyageur." of the June issue of ' equipped with microphones for hothe parties. Than,: mainly
to the efforts of one
must poet and the publishing of new Story,
a monthly devoted to high grade lanky, tousled-haired lad ninciated Pendell....Wonder what
Lennox and Crockett
tssiks by two other Maine authors makes short
thought of it
stories,
So the scatnperlads won the title and a certain lad
this a literary season of considerable mo,or two?) a
keg of that frothy amber stuff. 'Whtsips!... Pardon
lit the Contributors' Column the
these gray hairs, folks, but we've
author
ment in Maine.
i
been waiting for a cup of coffee in the bookstore....
gives the gist of the story: "Years
ago,
alyb Higgins.'A
Edwin Arlingttin Robin-sun was born %then
the L ampus
••••• • • •
H. Galley, '36 Ti, the Editor
I used to knock around Puget
•
at Tide Head, Maine, awl at an early
. M.agaret G. Sewall. '36
THE SUNDAY evening services at the Pentacostal ("Holy
Sound and Alaska waters in my canoe,
For several weeks a gentleman with
_ Elisabeth Gitiord. 'Jo
1
Rollers") Church
age began the work which was to fill
gathered the material out of which this at Pea Cove seem to be interesting mart- and more students each week
a distinguished appearance has been hit----Or is it the
well liver ItX)0 pages with the poetry
lonely
roads
that
out
that
strange
rot
tvoy?..
ting
little piece is written. It deals
k.. in the vicinity of our home
..Has anyone signed up yet for one of fins
STAR REPORTERS
O'Connor'
slowly won him recognition as one of
inie
way trips to Paradise, or the Foolish
with an old San Juan Island beachcombCI strdi. Max Fitch, gatt. Goodwin, (Bar Harbor), and last Tuesday when
Look out. Greenling:,
America's major poets.
Pronta, Btt
eira Su/lisaie, Jane Sul him and them stooden
'
away from Bangor. Your every move ha.s been
er's love for a boy. The theme is one
ts with hint went
recorded....The 'Open-lasso_
of
Although Mr. Robinson never sacri- such gentleness that it can
seem to favor the I?onsa....Could it be those
away, we find behind hint one of those
elf-like Loaitresses that flit about the
be told only in
ficed
premise
the "inner poet" to style, his tech- the old man's rugged langua
s like the departed ghosts of the circus fat lady?
shiny hanmers. Vell, he bust our conREPORTERS
ge."
• • • • * • • •
St,rt.i,J1 Liakc, athrrine Bo-s3-11. Dar• crete garden wall like it were some new nique is truly masterful, and his lines
Mr. Whicker has also been honore
d
rcJi burr ii. oh t writ. Mildrud Itauphinc. nick, 1 presume likely. Ennyhow, we are musical. In particular, he gave the this
QUITE a few imports on the campus last
minith
weekend. Are the co-eds lo)
in
having
mArbe,io
his essay, Nez Perce
T. L.
Alice M - •
their appeal or are they just "old stuff" by now
NI
dint want that that- hammer cluttering sonnet form new life and breadth. Pri- Harvest," selecte
Bcrutcc
'I s •
We were surprised to see .1
d as a part of the latest
marily, however. his work, which is text
Bete Don Pederson with a blond vision from
up the front walk.
book on composition entitled .4 Prefdownstate....and were the amoro
always
glances
alive
flying thick and fast I
and pulsating, deals with ace to College
CUB REPORTERS
These compulsory Stu G. meetings! They hato
Do you know Iii, w IlereabOUtS and
Prose. This book is editideas and people, arid his lines are ever ed
..r S Corr:cr. Charlotte Davis. Ruth could ya tell him to fetch
by Professor Charles Gott of Tufts back to compulsory chapel and even further back—to the Revolution, in fact, ..
it ? I think he
dIctet..c Suas,i,on,
Taxation Without Representation.... But what can
r.
is a professor at your institution, least- freighted with that essence of poetical College. and is published by Macmil
you do'
lan.
• • • • • • • •
wise. he acts like one. N"know, he toilet power, thought provoking ideas.
Mr. Whicker's essay reveals an aspect
A few of his better known works are: oil
OH DEAR, and they say old fashioned romance
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT
told me he liked red-headed gillls—only
Western prairie life seldom encountered
is dead. Perhapl it is, but who
would expect it to appear so devastatingly on the Maine
Rosiness Manager
Philip P. Snow, '36 kind he favors- f grit red hair, so be sure The .1Ian Against the Sky, Ben Johnson in literature-.
campus....Shake out the
Advertising Manager _James W. Haggett, 'Se
Entertains a Man from Stratford, Triscrinoline, Aunt Sephronie, and dust off the perisco
Manager _George A. Clarke. '36 t,, let him hear that we think the hampe, here come those two lovebirds,
Aunt Beth and Uncle Si. All they need is!' blade and
tiler's purty ',pensive and Ma and me we tram, Cavender's House. and Story of MAKE PREPARATIONS
a mustache cup to make the
Address all business correspondence to the tink It dots ii ti, the hank and they got it the Nightingale.
FOR COMMENCEMENT *Nor complete. Or has Sid slopped trying to raise a mustache since the second
Business Manager; all other currespondence
bottle of hair tonic gave °W.—
locked up in their safe.
to the Editor in-Chet
Plans for Commencement are being rapAnd now we turn to) the more pleasurEntered as second clasa matter at the p"1.
Respect
ively syours,
office, Orono, Maine.
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Stephen S Marshal and Dorothy Rosen,
Colvin Hall, Sunday evening. The other
on the campus.
Bishop and Madeline Frazier was at the
Department, addressed the local Camera
Philip Dalot and Frances Austin, Clay*
IF
•
officers for next year are: vice-president,
There will be an all day program of piano
Club at its last meeting of the year
ton Cronkite and Dorothy Sawyer.
Ruth Goodwin; secretary, Ralph HgOn the afternoon of May 13. in com- games with a picnic at noon an 1 a banquet
T e
. second playlet, put in by the
Thomas Houghton and Ruth Todd. gins; treasurer, Oliver Eldredge; chair- Thursday evening, May 9. Mr. Dockray's
talk included a demonstration of the use pany of %V. H. Bliss. Instructor, electri- at night. Jane Chase and Dorothy Frye freshman class, was entitled, "Naugler
Leonard Gaetz and Mary Pendell, Nor- man of initiation, Eleanor Merriman.
of the Kodascope, Kodacolor. and Koda- cal engineering junior: inspected the are in charge of arrangements.
Wins Again" and had as a cast of charman Rowding and Hazel Snowden. MauTwo competing chapters of the novel chrome.
plant of the New England Telephone and
acters Bartender, jean Mitchell ; Carl
rice Day and Clydene Legacy, Darrell
which the club is jointly writing were
An informal discussion of the new Cine Telegraph Company at Bangor.
Izaham, Evelyn Adriance ; Honest WaugBadger and Verra Morgan, Donald Lenread, and that written by Rose Snider Kodak Special, which was on display for
SUBSCRIBE FOR
ler, Adolphine Voegelin; Violet Izaham.
* • * •
nox and Billy Southard, Leonard Crockwas chosen. The next chapter, now in the benefit of the members of the club,
Bernice Hamilton; Gaudy Gert, Alice
THE MAINE CAMPUS
ett and Ginger Merritt, Walter Davis
preparation, will be the eighth and last. followed the lecture. Fred Hall, presiAt a meeting of the Bangor Engineers
Collins; Limber Lil. Louise Getchell,
The Largest Circulation
and Charlotte LeChance, Philip Pendell
Refreshments of cocoa and cookies dent of the organization for the past year, Club and the Bangor branch of the Maine
Dapper Dan, Sara Littlefield. The narof any College Newspaper
and Nancy Henings, Giles Bryer and
served by Eleanor Merriman.
were
presided at the meeting.
Association of Engineers, held at the
rator was Mary Leighton.
in Neu. England
Eleanor Gowan, Keith Bates and Cyn-

A
0Z.

r

rO,•

Tech Notesj

thia Smart, Richard Barstow and Olken
Roche, R. Emerson Beers and Helen
Osgood, John F. Averill and Jeannette
Goldsmith, Carl Whitman and Dorothy
Baker.

01A16 Ri iloyft.lasr..,

HAROLD ("DUTCH")
Sauns,Olympic Fancy
High-Diving Chan'
pion,enjoying at amel,
tic has smoked Camels
for nine years—smoked
Camels eNet1 before he
took'oohs ing.liesays,
"I'd walk a mile for a
ti .atnel

Phi Mu Entertains
Ph, Mu Sorority entertained at a supper-dance at the Country Club, Friday
evening, May 10. Supper was served at
o 30, and dancing began at 8 o'clock,
nmsic being furnished by Pat Armitadge's orchestra. Chaperones included
Prof anil Mrs. M. F. Jordan, Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Fielder, and Mrs. James N.
Hart. The committee in charge of the
dance was composed of Polly Davis,
chairman, assisted by Margaret Young.
Among those attending the dance were:
Etta Grange and Ralph Sawyer, Helen
Blake and Fred Brush. Margaret Young
and Howard Carroll, Polls Budge and
Elmer Estes, Josephine Snare and George
Weatherbee, Alia:. McMullen and John
Stinchfield, Isobel Freeman and Winston Robbins, Ruth Currie and Wesley
liver, Jean Stanley and Sterling Stanley, Cora Sharon and Bob Hawkes, Marguerite Benjamin and George Warren,
Mary Hawkes and John Fogarty. Polly
Davis and Gene McCann, Anora Peavey
and William Moran Jr., Phyllis Peavey
and Kenneth Johnstone, Edith Hill and
Gkti Torrey, Nancy Woods and Charles
Rogers, Ruth Sylvester and Craig
Welch, Edith Kennard and John Willey,
Prudence Hayes and James Boardman.
Rhona Gray and Rip Murphy, Betty
Davis and Jack Bessom, N'ivian Dow and
Gene Coffin. Claire Aiken and Eddie
Gibbons. Edith Thomas and Malcolm
Harris, Diana Hight and Nathan %%'hite.
Helen Wooster and George McClellan.
Dot Hutchinson and Sam Wheeler, Polly
Calvert and Woodford Brown, Marion
Avery and Willard Gilmore. Hester
Billings and Dick Braley. Irma Brown
and Ralph Copeland. Dorothy- Woodcock
and Daniel White, Christine Elliot and
Eugene Jordan. Kay Murphy and Rod
Eliot. Margaret Williston and Chester
Smith. Mabel Mayhew and Greg McLeod.
Juanita Follett and 'Roy Currie, Chariot te Gray and Ed Csoudy, Ruth Rogers and
Charles Kenney. Bertha Ranco and Percy
Billings. Eleanor Wyman and Herschell
O'Connol. Helen Minott and Jerold Hinckley, Barbara Brown and Gardinto
Grant, Gem- va Morton and 1Villard Farwell, Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Gilman. Helen
Richardson and Raymond Thayer. Isobel
O'Connor• and Carl Wiseman,
Coffin and John Durkee.
Phi Mu Delta The Phi Mu Delta House held their
•pring house parties on Friday. May 10
and Saturilas. May 11. The chaperones
Aare: Dean and Mrs. Corbett. Mrs. Jones

qr

MANE FIGURES IN
MAGAZINE ARTICLE

3

ond Mrs. King The music was provided
hy the Fenton Brothers orchestra. The
committee in charge was' Alan Corbett.
chairman; Luaan Scammon and Edwin
Childs. Refreshments consisted of ice
crean,. brownies and punch.
-kmong those present were.
Kenneth Cleaves and Adelaide Jordan,
Kenneth Aldrich and Inez McAllister,

BASEBALL
Rip COLLINS
35 Home
lotIAII
Si. Louis Cords

•

Read below what
GOLF
HELEN NICKS
Former U S
womph's Golf Champion

leading sports champions
say about Camels

GOLF
S- ".

SQUASH
DUFTON
Squash i10111i• Star

ROWLAND

DIVING
MAIIOLD 1".DUTChi. SMITH
Olympic Fancy D•wnoCAtamp.on

RODEO
DICK SHNTOF4
wood.,:na
Stitst NNW'

With the preference of star athletes overeshelmingly for one cigarette, that cigarette has to be exceptionally mild! Its
name is well known to you—Camel. Here's
o hat an Olympic champion diver, Harold
(-Dutch") Smith, says shout Camels:
e found a great deal of pleasure in
Camels. They never interfere with my
wind." Rip Collins, of the St. Louis Cardinals,says: "Here's the best proof I know
that Camels are mild: I can smoke them
steadily, and they never get my wind."
Rowland Didion, of the New York
A. C.. says: -Squash is a game that requires Al condition for tournament play.
Tse found that Camels are so mild I can
smoke all I a Int,and they neser upset my
nerses or get my wind. That's what I call
real mildness!"
Dick Shelton, world.champion steer
slogger. says: "I must he sure the cigarettes I smoke are mild. Camels are %cry
get my vi Md." And those rwmi
brilliant golfers. Denny- Shute and Helen
Hicks, have come to the same conclusion
—"Camels do nut get my wind."

How this mildness is important
to you too!
Camel smokers can smoke more—and en•
joy smoking more, knowing that sports
champions base found Camels so mild
that they never jangle their nerves or get
their wind.
YOUR OWN PHYSICAL CONDITION is important to you too. So remember this . Camels are
so mild sou can smoke all you want. Athletes
say Camels never get their wind or nerves.

COSTLI ER
TOBACCOS!
• Camels are made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS—Turkish and
Domestic — than any other popular brand.
(Area, It j Iteesolas Tobacco Compeer. Wiaston -Salem. N. C.
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rapidly from the steam table than
any other vegetable
—The Vermont Cynic
Harken!
A 19-year old genius who
Ye olde editor meets a co-ed
his four year course at
completed
aspires
with dirty white shoes who
the University of Chicago in
to be a columnyst. Ye editor detwenty months had to receive his
cides to give an assignment to
degree in absentia due to a nerco-ed-with-dirty-shoes
vous breaklown.
Here it IS: -Write a humor col—The Vermont Cynic
umn!!!Coed beams; editor smirks;
coed wonders; editor gloats; coed From Tufts Comes This Little
questions; editor merely says, Dittie:
-It's hard- ; coed retorts. -So
I like the profs who yell and shout
what' — but immediately reOn things they're ignorant about;
tiacts statement on recalling the
I like the profs who cry and whine
advice of a certain Economics
On topics of a bygone time
Prof.
Time passes — coed thinks I love to hear of their personal
t raits,
(as much as a coed is capable of
thinking) — more time passes Of games and shows and boyhood
dates;
forever — more thought — finto hear of family troubles,
love
I
now,
to
Up
disillusionment
ally
how the Missus' figure
coed supposed that humor was And
doubles.
comedy. but now finds it to be

Deputation Teams
Complete Season
By Bettina

Sullivan
hoorkr

DAUGHTER BORN TO
GEORGE PLUMPTONS
Mr al. Mrs. Gt-orge
Plumptou
(Vivian Clemens, announce the birth of
a seven-pound daughter, Joan Carolyt
Saturday, May 4.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Plurnpton are graduates of the University of Maine class of
1934. Mr. Plumpton was a member of
Phi Mu Delta fraternity while Mrs
Plumpton was a member of Pi Beta Ph
sorority.

This year the Maine Christian Assoelation of the University of Maine has
sponsored one of the most extensive programs in its history. From December,
1934 to May. 1935, fourteen trips have
been made; the teams have covered over SUBSCRIBE for
600 miles. and have visited communities
throughout the southern half of the state.
Each trip has been remarkably successful with much favorable comment from
the people of the towns visited.
The typical deputation trip is as follows: a group of five or six boys and
girls, undergraduates in the University,
drive to some outlying community on
Saturday afternoon. They are entertained
the homes of townspeople Saturday
night and sometimes Sunday night as
well. On Saturday nIght the team is usually in charge of a social gathering for
the young people of one or more churches. They lead the games and songs, and
have a good time getting acquainted with
the people.
(hi Sunday, the teams occupy the pulstark tragedy. Coed says. "It I adore profs with brains and wit
pits of one or more churches, bringing to
must be done — at least, for Who keep my marks from deficit; the people of these communities the opinions and convictions of the best thinking
posterity." Coed settles down; But of them all I hold most dear
rain drives against the windows: The prof who has a sabbatical , youths in the college. A boy and a girl
usually team together, speaking on phases
wind whizzes around the corner;
year!
of the same theme. Other members of
—The Springfield Student
more rain; wave leaves coed's
the team handle the minor parts oi the
hair — ah! the perfect atmosis
is
-trvice. Almost always there is one memphere in which to create humor.
Her of the team that takes care of the
"If rational men co-operated , special music. This feature of the proCoed says. -Here goes.and used their scientific knowl- grams has been greatly appreciated.
-The Yellow Jacket
Sometimes the team splits up and one
edge to the full, they could now
* *
conducts the service in one church;
part
.
of
welfare
secure the economic
at the same time the rest of the team is
all."
A chameleon is
taking charge in another church. After—Bertrand Russell
a little beast
, 0(.(in and evening services are a regular
part of the deputation program, as well
which changes color.
leadership in young peoples' meetings.
as
'
A communist is
The superiority of the Chinese Al! of the week end trips include four or
chameleon
potential
a
is in nothing more manifest than five services The team returns Sunday
who lacks capital.
in the way they shake their own night or Monday morning, tired from a
—College Topics hands instead of proffering hands strenuous day, but happy in the satisfaction of a worthwhile accomplishment.
to each other.
Besides these weekend trips, several
—London Times
deputations have been made to nearby
STEIN
churches for one or more meetings.
What do they want to know in
Among those who have participated in
new
They have introduced a
the newspapers that is what does
this work are: Sargent Russell, Rachel
anybody want to know just any- note into the library system at Fowles, Josie Naylor, Ross Newcomb,
body and do they want to know Bucknell University (Lewisburg, Josephine Profita, Ruth Kimball, Beryle
Benjamin.
what they do want to know or do Pa.). No longer will spring- \Varner, Rena Allen. Spurgeon
David Brown, Elizabeth
Hodgkins,
Ellen
to
have
males
and
coeds
drugged
they only think so only think they
Jordan. Margaret Homer, John Mouw,
want to know what they do want thumb along the shelves until Dana Sidelinger. Evelyn Adriance, Marmight
to know from the newspapers be- they hit something that
garet Williston, Lucinda Rich. Mildred
cause if they do if they only think suit their fancy of the moment. Dixon, John DeLong. Howard Goodwin.
has Ruth Currie, Lconore Dorr, George
so then they do get what they Their enterprising librarian
Clarke. Helen Blake. Alice Sisco, Baraccording
books
the
all
want. What they want or think arranged
bara Brown, Frances Austin, Bettina Sula
feeling
are
you
If
"moods."
they want to know what they want to
livan. and Thomas Fielder.
in the newspapers is to know every bit sickish and unsettled, there's
Some of the places visited were: Banday what happened the day be- the love shell; should you feel gor, Lincoln, Springfield, South Lincoln,
fore and so get the feeling that it disillusioned and sour about it all, Bucksport, Orono, Brewer, Sangerville,
East Dover, Carmel, Calais. Belfast,
has happened on that day the there's the gall and bitterness
Veazie, Southwest Harbor, Fremont, and
same day and not the day before. shelf. Emotions made easy, we
East Boothbay.
should say.
—Gertrude Stein.
Miss Elizabeth Ring, Prof. Charles
—The Tech News
Packard, Clarice Coffin. Paul Langlois,
Student
—Springfield
is
as
and Eva Bisbee are graduates. faculty
is
is
and graduate students who have aided in
To organize a strike against war
making the deputations a SUCCes,.
HARVARD HUMOR
is to show a strange lack of sense
Special gratitude is due Donald Piper,
Paradise has a new location.
of humor, for the strike itself is Mr. Fielder, Prof. Evans. Prof. Waring,
William Fairfield Warren, former
a form of war.—Dr. Nicholas Prof. Steinmetz. Prof. Bliss and Mr.
president of Harvard. in a recent
who have wholeheartedly co-Murray Butler. commenting on Gannett
book, selects the North Pole as
operated with the teams in furnishing
national student anti-war movetransportation for the trips. Also thanks
the world's first nudist colony.
ment.
Is t- X:efkicti to Mt— Ring and Prof. Pack—The Vermont Cynic
—The Norwich Guidon ard who have added considerably to the
is 4 is
effectiveness of some of the services.
Most of the credit for the success of
Depends Upon the View-Point.
Note of Modernism. marked this scar's programs goes to Reverend
—A London doctor touring in -Special Attention, All Writers": Herman Review of Orono. who has taken
the provinces had difficulty in
much of his time and energy to act as
So
•oident al', isor oi the deputation work.
obtaining suitable lodgings in a
Common
and to Chester Smith, who has acted as
small town.
Has Become
chairman
of the deputati, ns.
Streamlining
One landlady, showing him a
_.
V'e
That
Expect
dingy bed-room. remarked perStreamlined Sentences
MATRONS ENTERTAIN AT
suasively. "As a whole, this is
Will Be the Next
KAPPA SIGMA TUESDAY
quite a nice room, isn't it?"
New Thing.
;is cuttttaltitti a: Mr-. Amu...
-Yes. madam.- he agreed. -but
—Vic Boellner in the El Dorado
at the Kappa Sigma
Webster's
apartment
as a bedroom it's no good.(Kan.) Times.
Hellse
Tuesday afternoon, May 14.
-Montreal Gazette
—The Publisher's Aux. The he 'ea.., s lAtrt the follove ing : Mrs.
%\ Oster. Mrs McCullotn, Mrs. Hayes
1.!!
..end Mr:. liratiam. Among the guests
Silence!—In the dimly lit conMussolini has professed an \%ere. Mr- Hauck, Mr, Roarilman. Mrs.
man. Mo... Sullivan, Mrs. Wing.
servatory Herbert had asked El- antipathy for beards, the latest
King. Mr-. Merrill. Miss Stile" and
MI.'
sic to marry him. She had con- Italian fad. He wants Fascists
Mrs McDonough.
sented with fitting modesty
all to come out in the open. A
The refreshments consisted of lobster
-Bettie, dear.- she murmured, dictator can't afford to tolerate
sai.tel, hot rolls, potato chips, assorted
"am I the only girl-concealment.
•live•, cake and coffee.
"Now, look here, dearest,- he
--Louisville Courier-Journal.
interrupted -don't ask me if you
Jane Chase '35 save a house party at
are the only girl I ever loved. You
her camp at C.44.1 Spring I.ake over the
Did you know that—
know as well as I do that-evetk-end of May 11 Among tho-e presApproximately 100 hours is ent vt erc Frances Johnson '35. I:eth
-Oh that wasn't the question
Betty
at all. Bertie." she answered. "I the amount of time required by Giddings '36. Mary Sutton '38,
ex-'36.
Stcrer
Barbara
and
'35.
ilhelm
\\
Fred
and
Astaire
Ginger Rogers
was just going to ask you if I was
4%
At
• zit
the only girl that would have lot rehearsing dances that occupy
Janet Brown '35. Peter Karalekas '34,
but a few minutes on the screen.
you."
atie Sunman '37. and Bill R..w1and. '37
—The So. Calif. Daily Trojan -pent the veeek-end at the Browne home
—London Opinion
Sko%hecan.
*
*
When an editor makes a misThe influence of Popeye. the
The four highest ranking junior Frigcomic strip character, is being felt take. which is almost never, we li.h majors in the recent examinations
have noticed that it is always a
the mechanic's of composition arc, in
by the school cafeteria at North
borrower of the paper who calls order Burton E. Mullen. Ruth C HinkCarolina State College (Raleigh). ye ed's attention
to it.
ley, Elizabeth A. Gifford. and Phyllis D.
where spinach disappears more '
Milan (Mo.) Standard [Wormier.
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It's the tobacco that counts,and there are no
finer tobaccos than those used in Luckies

Be,
Kilgour
Witl
For
,..Hrid the a
- the varsit
its way
Mules an
-lay aft<
ugh Ce.
-1 with
ey, Kilg
in hat
..!..wed bu
Tight
evidetu
0 play.
i!ling the

.o.• did all
.11 ice at t
Kilgou
A Alton wa
:!iird man
',vas wall
the first
to bat aft.
and clou
single, w
...dhury for tl
MAINE
11 alton, 3b
11 .e.clbury. lb
1lacBride. ss
cf
s:enhorti, c
Keegan, rf
flenderson, If
1nclerson, 21)
p
Totals
COLBY
I tmieux, ss.
l'adwinski, If
Ross cf
Peabody, p
- Ayer, 3b
t r, 2b
1 Farnham, rf
e•han, lb
c
R. Farnham x
Y. Ayotte .....
Totals
s—batted for
\--ran for Say.
Maine

base hits.,ivAly.
St,
Dou
- tic Antlers°
4. Klig()
'. 4. Kilgour
• 2 Winning
-XVotton
35 minute..

P:tle Blue 1
ha mpionshir
(Continued

nide run''''mid, Porte
Ti
yard run—'
.1. K. Black.
dates. Time
_211 yard low 1
second,
.ierbristle. Bates
...et record.)
220 yd. dash—V
Maxey. B
"wili mm, Time.
Pole vault—NV(
!I-0nd, tie betweei
, lathorn. Maine.

Running high j
Imes ; second, NN
etween Niblock.
!..111,
and Mars
elght. 5 ft. 1144
eyelid throw—
'-it, Bell. M
1Vitining d
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Adult); sec(md.
-holt, Bates. NN
in.
ilAituncr threw
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I' Tie. Maine.
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',( I, Kishon, Ba
II.NVinning d
Nev.' meet recorc
Discus throw—N
-cond. Niblock. 1
in. Bates. NVin
. in.

Thirty-six soph(
led to take the
itirse in Military,
Announcement mad
Department of Mil
tics. There will
Acancies in Mt.
'35-36. These v.
:n the following

Mlore'S seli
: W. B. Hi
.lii ttiUiti, 5. G
-yant. 7. R. Dunle
N. Berry, 10. M.
eti. 12. A. D. Du
Houghton, IS. E
errill, 17. R. F. N
B. G. Perkins.
Lellan, 22. A. P
H. Shaw. 25. K.
. 27. L. M. Hi
,(1. 29. E. Jefferi
trill. 32. H. E.
P. Bower, 35. F.
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Bears in Series Sunberth; Cindermen
ilgour Stops Colby
With Six Hits
For 3-2 Win

FRESHMAN PAST1MERS
DOWN RICKER 10-5 SAT

at Lewiston Sat.

Doctor Summoned
YEARLING TRACTSTERS Maine Netm
en Drop
TO
MEET
COMB
INE
SAT.
To Dizzy Moose
Match To Bates 5-4

N. H., Bates Oppose
Pale Blue in
Track Duel

A strong Maine irosh nine smashe
d out
ten hits for as many runs, and set
; Saturday Maine s undefeated yearling
an inThe call came late at night. A
-•
vading Ricker team back by the
Coach Jenkins' State Champions jourwild
track team swings into action against a
score of nusise, a moose that
Alter walloping the hates net team in
walked in circles.
/0-5 last Saturday on the new
ney to Lewiston Saturday to compete in
: strong Aroostook combination
diamond.1 had strayed
the
singles
to
win four out of six of the
of Can into the town of Albion He
The entire game was a typical
a tri-cornered meet with Bates College
bou. Presque Isle, and Ricker. Last year's singles matches. the Maine tennis
opening was sick. Doctor
team and the University of New
J. F. W'itter, Assistant
day-one with each team committing
Hampshire.
frosh tracksters dropped a 587'3-58'3 de- lost all three doubles contests to be
tise' Pr lessor of Animal Pztholo
edged Competition of the highest type
gy and a
errors. all of which figured in the scoring
can be
cision to the combined teams of Caribou, by the Garnet 5-4 in the match held
. 1 veterinarian, hustled
last expected between these three teams,
his black bag into his
Coach Kenyon used his entire staff
who
Presque Isle, and Houlton.
Thursd
ay
afterno
on
car,
at
Lewisto
picked
n.
up
Doctor Coombs of the
are all priming for the New Englands
hurlers and they all pitched exceEen
t State Health
The
substitu
Ralph Perkins. number one man for which are but a
tion of Ricker for Houlton
Department. and hurried
ball, the high score being due mostly toweek away. Bates and
should increase the strength of the oppo- Maine. blasted Bates' leading player. Jim
Maine appear to have a decided edge in
inopportune errors. Both teams weak- to Albion. Excited people were gathered
sition
and
a
around
close
Carter,
meet
in
the
the
animal, still walking in circles.
singles to win the first team power over their out of state
is looked for.
ened at crucial moments, and men
rival.
on
Drake. who won 20 points in the meet match 6-2, 6-3. After dropping the first Maine,
by virtue of her State title, is
bases were able to advance almost at will. his head on one side. Was his brain affected? Some of the more hardy on- last year competing for Caribou, will wear set, 3-6. to Reed of Bates, Bill Brooks ranking first, while
Bates will bank heavThe frosh started their scoring in
the, lookers captured the animal and held him. the colors of the Maine freshmen as will came back to easily take the next two ily on the weights
. The ‘Vildcat's strength
first inning and added to this through
Hardiso
n, who placed in the pole vault sets 6-3. 6-1. In two closely contested is centere around
out Doctor Witter made his examination.
d
the hurdles and dashes.
.,ine did all her scoring, and put the the game. being held scoreless in only the The tthsise had
an earache, caused by tick and high jump. Gagne. Caribou miler sets Ralph Wadleigh downed Mizzen of
In the dashes, Curt Funston of N. IL,
second
and sixth innings. The yearlings infestat
,• on ice at the same time, in the fifth
who
won
Bates
last
8-6.
year
6-4, while Darrel Currie pinned has turned in the best times.
ion. The doctor did what he could.
in 4.49, is expected to
He is a tenKilgour started off by singling. put the game on ice in the fifth by scor- The moose
an easy 6-1, 6-2 loss on Bates' captain, second man in
stood up, shook himself and repeat.
the century and is a coning
three
Walton was passed and Hal Wood_
runs. Ricker made a bid in was gone into
Charlie
Page.
McNeil
the woods.
. smart Caribou quarter miler,
sistent winner in the 220 yard dash.
All state
third man up. singled. Milt Mac- the seventh when they pushed over two
wardens are
Clayt Cronkite lost to Casterline 7-5, Maine's stellar trio, Goddard, Murray,
(.ante
instruct- should give the frost) ace. Hurwitz, a
was walked, forcing Kilgour in tallies, but the Frosh kept the game out
ed to report all diseased game and to brush in his specialty. Markee and Lew- 6-1. while John Hooper was defeated 6-4, and Huff, will funiish him with plenty of
. the first run. Clarence Keegan. of the fire by collecting one in the sevsend specimens directly to the laboratory in, Presque Isle stars, are favored for 6-3 by Bevy of the Bobcats.
competition. There seems to be no one
to bat after Bell and Santx-irn had enth and two in the eighth.
at the University of !daine. The labora- points in the dashes and high jump reto threaten Maine's supremacy in the
The summary!
:ed. and clouted the ball to right field
The work of Lord, who was converted tory
k
Ricker has a strong all
quarter -mile, half-mile, and mile. Ken
cooperates with the State in attempt- sPectivel-%
Singles
:
7- a single, which scored Walton and int., a first baseman to replace
Adams, ing to determine and eradicate all diseases around team. Johnny Gowen. fast-stepBlack, Joe Marsh, and Ernie Black
1. Perkins. Maine, defeated Carter,
dbury for the winning tallies.
was outstanding throughout the game as from the
; ping frosh hurdler, will lead the smartest
should have no trouble in these, their
wild life of the State.
Bates,
6-2: 6-3.
he played errorless ball and hit safely
MAINE
array of freshman tracksters to wear the
AB R If 0 A • E
special events.
2. Brooks. Maine, defeated Reed,
three out of five times at hat. His hi.
pale blue in many years against the in\\
liminewell and Stagg, of Maine, will
3b
4 1 2 0 3 0
Bates,
3-6:
include
6-3;
6-1.
d a long homer over third base a
vaders. Boettcher and Pettengill should
I\ ..Kibury. lb
take care of the two nude.
5 I 2 14 0 0
3. Casterline, Bates, defeated Cronkite,
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Thirty-six sophomores have been select to take the first year advanced
.urse in Military, Mt. 5, according to a
ir:cernent made last Monday by the
lieFininent of Military Science and Tac'cs
There will be approximately 24
icancies in Mt. 5 for the school year
.15-36. These vacancies will be filled
the following list in order frinn one
phornores selected are: I. W. i
.'1. 2. W. B. Brown, 3.N. Carlisle, 4.
Miniutti, S. G. S. Williams. 6. E. D.
ant. 7. R. Dunlevy, 8. N. U. Rokes, 9.
N. Berry. 10. M. H. Lane. II. G. Hitch12. A. D. Duff. 13. J. F. Dow, 14.
Houghton, 15. E. Brarmann, 16. E. 0.
errill, 17. R. F. Murphy. 18. A. L. Bell.
R. G. Perkins. 20. E. Stuart. 21. G.
Lellan, 22. A. Peabody, 23. H. Lowell,
11 Shaw. 25. K. S. Blake, 26. L. Nfur27. L. M. Hutchins, 28. W. Kier29. E. Jeffers, 30. H. Webb. .31. J.
l. 32. H. E. Young. 33 R. Beisel,
Bower, 35. F. Parsons. and 36. P. C.
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These special school and college roil
tickets,with their liberal extended re
horn lirnits,ore immensely popular with
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teachers. When you're ready to come
back moat Fall, buy one and sow a
third of the regular two-way fore.

When Christmas Holidays corn*, you

can

utda the return coupon to 'revel

home again.
The ticket cogent in your own town,
or any railroad passenger representative con give you full detaOs
regarding return limits, stop-over
pr A614,9411*, Wean. et-

ASSOCIATED EASTERN

RAILROADS

'When a retired skipper proves he is any.
thing but retiring, by dropping anchor alongside
of you
... don't let him scuttle sour %hole evening.
Offer
him an Old Gold ...bell %elcome it like a breez
e in
the doldrums . . . while you breeze gracefully away.

•P. Wawa em.

AT TRYING TIMES ....TRY A cmooth
oi,t) cow
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Co-eds Have Hard Time
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manager, Robert Hornstead. A wardrobe
Lawrence Severy '37, recorder.
mistress and a historian will be appointed

Election of new officers, initiation of
eighteen pledges, and skits put on by both
old and new initiates were the main events
at the Maine Masque banquet held at the
Penobscot Valley Country Club Tuesday
evening. The new officers are: president,
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A murder mystery with plenty of
good comedy, starring Edna Ma
Oliver and James Gleason
NOTICE: Commencing week ,,f
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FOR ONE admissions on
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